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About This Game

Prime Arena is a combination of MOBA and survival gameplay inspired by PUBG.
This dynamic deathmatch arena is free of forced socialization and thus of toxic atmosphere found in MOBAs.

Victory fully depends on player’s skill and reaction speed — no teammates, no cry!
The game currently is in Coming Soon status on Steam. Developers follow players` feedback and ideas constantly to implement

the best of them in the game

Play MOBA with PUBG inspired survival ambiance.
Choose your favorite character and defeat other players on the map.

Survive them all!
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Play without clumsy companions in your team.
Just you, your mad skills, and a thirst for victory!

No teammates, no cry.

Play hard, run fast, hit often.
No more typical long-time MOBA game sessions.

Dynamic gameplay and possibility to join next session at the first onset.
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Title: Prime Arena
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Nival
Publisher:
Nival
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64/32-bit Windows 7, 64/32-bit Windows 8 (8.1) or 64/32-bit Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-3240 or above / or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GPU GeForce GTX 660 / AMD GPU Radeon HD 7870

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian
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This game doesn't require a hugely in-depth review. It's basically a clicker/idle game, with some required babysitting since you
can't just afk through all the levels.

Kill monsters (thats the idle part) > Die > Upgrade gear from drops, dismantle trash gear into loot chests that contain stat points
or better gear, spend stat/skill points for better stats or new passive skills that make you stronger > Repeat

The music in this game is basic but fitting, animations are pretty high quality and look quite nice, and the core gameplay loop is
repetitive but fun. You'll like this game if you like looty/grindy games or idle games.

I think even after 1 hour of playtime the $1.19 USD I spent on it was worth it, and I plan on playing it some more. Currently
right around Level 50.

I do have some suggestions to the devs, if they're taking any:

1. Percentages displayed next to HP and EXP bars would be nice (like XX.XXX%).
2. When comparing gear, if the new gear has a stat the old gear doesnt have, it should be green, and if the old gear has a stat the
new one won't, it should be red. It would give gear comparisons more clarity.
3. Maybe more stuff to do? It's possible I haven't reached far enough in the game to unlock any potentially hidden content, but it
would be cool if there was more skills and stuff to do back at your "base".
4. A 3x speed button would be nice for previously finished levels.

OVERALL RATING: 7-8/10. Great simple game. I love this game! Great fun with any number of people. Great for large
groups. Easy to learn but deep strategy. An amazing deal for the $1.99 price tag!. Panthers have gone 8-1 in super bowls by
2038. I approve.. Pros
+ Pretended to be Shao Kahn while using the Maul to crush enemy knees and heads
+ An ally kicked me into the path of an enemy spear while crossing the logs in Taiga
+ Accidentally threw my spear through a team mate, apologized by dropping a med bag in front of him
+ Was wondering why my weapon disappeared, looked down and saw my left arm on the floor
+ The Hans Test
+ Combat feels like Mount and Blade,but with only 4 horses
+ Friend can play the Doom theme using Lute Bot
+ Pressing V every 5 seconds
+ Good number of cosmetics, unlocked through gameplay
+ Very, very fun combat with quite a high skill ceiling

Cons
- Not much to do for support roles (med bag, toolbox stuff, building\/repair)
- Really long "warm up" time sometimes experienced in the Main Menu
- Vaulting up some spots in the map can cause you to get stuck, forcing you to end things yourself
- Can't play local games without downloading server tools
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12\/10, would recommend again
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Excellent Game with the original humour - can't wait for the follow-up!. A great expansion to an already great game. Highly
recommended just for the mods alone, such as Third Age (a LoTR mod), Stainless Steel, and Broken Cresent. The expansions
campagins are also really good, much more focused and I'd say faster paced than the originals Grand Campaign.. 10/10
would♥♥♥♥♥♥♥again!. point and click.great game adventure. Great game, fun to play with friends! More maps and Star
Wars modes (Steam Workshop) would be awesome. Recommended!. quite possibly the best thing I've bought on steam for ages,
Allowed me to use my PSVR headset after it gathering dust for 6 months next to my PS4, bit of fiddling around to get it
working (I didnt read the setup instructions properly), But once I followed the instructions properly it worked.
Takes a bit of time to learn what everything does in SteamVR to configure for each game, But 7 hours on Elite Dangerous
yesterday without eye-strain, headaches or nausea, I am finally sold on this "VR thing".

thank you :). boring as hell, if your into long drawn out storys all yours, if your into storys and a little nudity..... then forget it,
the game was fun for the first 30 minutes then you just dont care and ignore everything anyone was saying......

Heroes of the week:

Dear Friends!
Come to meet this week's five free heroes:. Heroes in free rotation:

Lords and Ladies!
Meet the Heroes you will be able to play in Free rotation for the next 3 weeks!
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⚡ Calavera
⚡ Fire Maestro
⚡ Fire Wyrm
⚡ Naga
⚡ T'aika

Please keep in mind that the next change of free rotation Heroes will happen in three weeks.

See you on the Arena! Only one must remain!. Pumpkins are defeated!:

Heroes!
Halloween in Prime Arena has come to an end:. Heroes in free rotation:

Lords and Ladies!
Meet the Heroes you will be able to play in Free rotation for the next 3 weeks!

⚡ Conjuress
⚡ Primonologist
⚡ Mechanic
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⚡ Fang
⚡ Sorceress

Please keep in mind that the next change of free rotation Heroes will happen in three weeks.

See you on the Arena! Only one must remain!. Heroes in free rotation:

Lords and Ladies!
Meet the Heroes you will be able to play in Free rotation for the next 3 weeks!

�� Freeze
�� Dendromonster
�� Witch
�� Prince of Darkness
�� Veteran

Please keep in mind that the next change of free rotation Heroes will happen in three weeks.

See you on the Arena! Only one must remain!. Heroes in free rotation:
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Dear Friends!
Come to meet current five free heroes:. Heroes in free rotation:

Lords and Ladies!
Meet the Heroes you will be able to play in Free rotation for the next 2 weeks!

They are:
�� Conjuress
�� Fire Wyrm
�� Naga
�� Fang
�� Witch

Please notice that the next change of free rotation Heroes will happen in two weeks.

See you on the Arena! Only one must remain!
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